
Jabulani provides a lifeline for many people by offering practical
assistance to jobless and homeless people,  providing basic
needs like food, shelter and education for its members
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Sertanya:
When working in a research environment,  it’s
easy to be pulled into a vortex of  academic
publications and projects.  As a research
assistant at The Centre for Communication,
Media and Society (CCMS), University of
KwaZulu-Natal, I had already had my fair
share of  writing book chapters and journal
articles.  These academic publications were
certainly about important issues: HIV/AIDS,
community empowerment and social change.
But what value did words on a page have,
unless they could be used to actually transform
people’s lives? When I received a message in
December 2010 from the Tibet Society of
South Africa about the Jabulani Self-Help
Centre, I felt I was presented with the
opportunity to merge academic theories of
development with real community
transformation.

Jabulani was in dire need of  food

continued on page 2

Gloria, Eliza, Sister Marco and Mary standing outside the the Jabulani centre
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A Place of Hope and Faith
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A Place of Hope and Faith

JABULANI, FOUNDED BY Sister
 Marco Gneiss and a handful of Zulu
 men, women and children in 1988 to

offer practical assistance to jobless and
homeless people, focuses on providing basic
needs like food,  shelter and education for its
members.

Jabulani has developed into a tightly-
bonded community, a safe and supportive
place where its members work together to
create a better future for themselves, their
families and their immediate community.
www.tradeplusaid.org/projects/p_jab.html
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A group of women and children at Jabulani
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items for the Christmas period, as hundreds of people from the
surrounding Mariannhill community rely on the Centre for meals.
After spending months writing about the importance of
communities supporting each other and facilitating their own
development, I decided that I did not simply wish to write about
such ideals,  I wanted to live them. I began by approaching members
of  CCMS and ARROWSA (Art, Culture and Heritage for Peace)
in an effort to collect food items to assist the people of  Jabulani.

Mary:
It was perfect timing when we heard about the Jabulani project.
Par ticipants in the ARROWSA Bechet High weekly project had
suggested that ARROWSA should start reaching out to the broader
community.  I was thrilled at the teenagers’ suggestion as it indicated
that our work in the arts for intrapersonal development at the
Bechet High project was showing fruit as they now wanted to
bridge gaps between them and ‘others’, and move on to
interpersonal development.   They recognised a need for
interdependence, which is one of  the objectives of  ARROWSA.

Sertanya:
Interdependence and mutually supporting one another to create
synergistic collaborations are the foundations upon which the
CCMS and ARROWSA bond is built. I realised our best chance
of  providing a substantial amount of  goods to Jabulani would be
to draw on the combined strength of  people in both CCMS and
ARROWSA. I immediately contacted Mary, the coordinator of
ARROWSA, and appealed to both staff  and students at CCMS to
contribute something. The response was overwhelming, as Mary
and the CCMS community gathered staple food items, in their
personal capacity, to help feed the people at Jabulani.

Mary:
Hungry mouths, hanging around the parking lot of  the wholesalers,
watched in awe as we piled bag after bag of  mielie meal and beans
into the boot of  my old Jeep. I roped my husband into driving the
Jeep to Jabulani - the interdependence of  voluntary work extends
beyond ARROWSA and CCMS members, to include great support
from spouses, mothers, fathers, siblings and even extended family.
The assistants at Jabulani greeted me with great warmth and soon
the Jeep was once more empty and the goods piled on a large

table.  I was introduced to Gloria (whom we la ter learnt
runs the pre-school) and she insisted on writing a letter
of  thanks for our contributions.  As I was about to
leave, Sister Marco bustled in and beamed at the table

of  goods. She shared with me that now they would have enough
money to buy some meat to add to the Christmas meal for the
community. I asked what else we could do to help and she
mentioned that food was always needed but that school stationery
was also required. I left uplifted but humbled and keen to accept
their invitation for a tour of  the place on our return.

Sertanya:
Through the support of  CCMS and ARROWSA, as well as help
from friends and family, we bought hundreds of  items of
stationery, ranging from crayons and pens, to scientif ic calculators
and Maths instruments. Once again, Mary’s jeep trundled up to
Jabulani,  laden with goods. This time, Eliza, the programme
manager of  CCMS, and I accompanied Mary. We were delighted
to be taken around Jabulani to observe the different projects
currently running, from a beading initiative, to a pre-school. We
were greeted by smiling faces from both the young and old.  The
children’s faces lit up when they were told that they had new books
and stationery, and we were lucky enough to be entertained by
some of  their energetic songs and dances. While we were saddened
to hear of  some of  the problems facing the community, we also
left with our spirits uplifted by the hope and faith that is clearly
present at Jabulani.

Mary:
Jabulani’s layout, accompanied by sounds of  laughter and singing,
from work and community areas which sprung up around each
new corner, reminded me of  the rural African villages that I have
visited.  It also reminded me of  the spirit of  one of  the ARROWSA
collaborators in the Western Cape, South Roots, a Christian based
theatre-for-development project. Both faith based projects appear
to emphasise love and care for one’s fellow man through
empowerment and, as Eliza Govender pointed out, rise above
donor agendas. We trust that ARROWSA and CCMS can continue
to support and increase awareness of  this very worthwhile project,
Jabulani.

For more information on CCMS visit:  http://
ccms.ukzn.ac.za/

For more information on ARROWSA visit: the
ARROWSA Facebook page

For more information on Jabulani visit: http://
www.jabulani-centre.org/eng/

continued from page 1

The colourful
facade  of the
Jabulani Centre
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encompass such diverse strands as uneven
access to technology, political and social
capital, issues of  the digital divide, and
media and democracy.

One feature of the conference in
Durban will be the involvement of  students
from across South Africa. Sponsorship has
been found for two students to attend from
each South African university joining with
15 UKZN students. They will both help
with administration and be involved in the
academic programme.

The successful bid-team to Turkey was
led by international vice-president of
IAMCR, Professor Ruth Teer-Tomaselli. As
present Deputy Dean of  Postgraduate
Studies in HDSS, her academic home is
UKZN Centre for Communication, Media
and Society (CCMS), where she
holds Africa’s only UNESCO
Chair of  Communications.

Contact:
Wandile Sibisi,

IAMCR Conference
Secretariat,

CCMS
e-mail:

wnsibisi@gmail.com
Tel: +2731 28632365

UKZN  wins bid to host
next IAMCR conference
UKZN  wins bid to host
next IAMCR conference

Electoral Commission; Professor Jonathan
Jansen, Vice-Chancellor of the University
of  the Free State; and Charlotte Mampane,
Executive Board member of  the SABC.
The theme of  the conference is to be
‘South-North Conversations’, which will

Prof Ruth Teer-Tomaselli, with her back
to the Bosphorus,  celebrates the success-
ful bid to host the next International
Association for Media & Communication
Research (IAMCR) Conference, which
will be held in Durban for 2012

A DELEGATION OF seven UKZN
academics is delighted to return from

an international media and communication
conference in Istanbul, Turkey, having
made a successful bid for the 2012
International Association Media and
Communications Research (IAMCR)
conference, to be held in Durban next July.

This bid was made on behalf  of
UKZN and the South African
Communication Association (SACOMM).
It is expected that upward of  1000
delegates from across the world will travel
to Durban. This will also be the first time
this prestigious event has been held in sub-
Saharan Africa.

Planning is already far advanced and
keynote speakers lined up for the
conference include government Minister
of  Communications, Roy Padayachie;
Brigalia Bam, Chair of  the South African

A



By Mark Nielsen, University of
Queensland, Australia

(With apologies to Peter Sellers)

Alarmingly they resemble more of  the
wor ld’s children than those I’m expected
to collect my data from. And for goodness
sake I have to sit on a rug on the ground,
outside where it can get windy and blow
red dust on my precious apparatus. People
just wander around too, making noise.
Ridiculous. Everyone knows that reliable
data can only be collected while sitting at a
table in a sparse, controlled lab room.
Worst of  all, directly engaging with these
children forces me to see them as actual
children. Not numbers in a spreadsheet
that do or don’t do things at p<.05. What’s
the use in that?

And I miss my office in Brisbane with
its air conditioning and big computer. I
certainly don’t have to spend 2 days f lying
and 14 hours on the road to get there. I
don’t have to change tires in the middle of
nowhere in the freezing cold. I don’t have
to convince airline security that, despite

Being ThereBeing There
their bomb-like appearance, the only threat
my apparatuses pose to anyone is me once
my illustrious colleague at CCMS discovers
they come in a suitcase so large they will
consume most of the spare space in his 4
by  4. When I sit in my office I know exactly
how many children will be coming into my
lab to be tested by my research assistant
(not by me, I have better things to do with
my time) and when. And if  something goes
wrong it doesn’t really matter, as there
aren’t another 20 children patiently
standing in line waiting for their chance to
participate. So I also don’t have to worry
about organizing crowd contr ol or
enter tainment for the patiently waiting
children.

I’ve no place being here. Indeed I
recently added up the number of papers
in a peak developmental psychology
journal, published during the last three
years,  which inc luded children from non-
Western backgrounds as participants. The
number was about the same as those that
included non-human primates (<5% of all
published ar ticles). Which is really why I’m
here. Because if  I don’t come, and don’t
cajole others to leave their safe offices, I’ve
no grounds for complaining when this
doesn’t change. When all we know about
the way young children’s minds develop is
what happens when those minds are
embedded in a profoundly privileged
environment. And if  I don’t come I’ll miss

out on getting to spend some time with
some wonderful people and some
wonderful children who are happy to
indulge me by exploring the silly boxes I
have that masquerade as scientific
apparatus. Really,  as an experimental
developmental psychologist I’ve no place
being here. It’ s a long way from
Queensland, Australia.But I’m glad I am.

Who’s kidding who? A child plays
with the box as the author looks on
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Opaque Box A

Opaque Box B

Transparent Box A

Transparent Box BEngaging with the options: a child explores the opaque box possibilities

AS AN EXPERIMENTAL
developmental psychologist I’ve
really no place being in the

Kalahari. After all, these children aren’t
white. Their parents have little or no formal
education. Some don’t even know the date
they were born.  They don’t have much
money either. In fact they don’t have much
at all.

A

The 4 boxes used in the experiments
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Over-Imitation, Trial and Error Learning and Generalisation
Study Protocol
OVER-IMITATION MAY provide a means for the rapid acquisition of new skills but come at the expense of

opportunity to identify how newly acquired skills can translate to other objects. This experiment will identify
if, when compared to trial-and-error learning, over-imitation results in a diminished capacity to transfer what is
learned on one object to another object and if highlighting causal information during demonstration effects this
capacity.

Children will either observe an adult demonstrate target actions on a box or be given one to explore. These
children are to be further split according to whether or not the box is opaque (ie., its inner working are hidden) or
transparent (ie, its inner working can be more easily identified) and whether the demonstration box matches the
test box. Each of the 8 distinct conditions outlined below.

 Conditions
Set Up:

Child sits at table across from
experimenter.

Carer sits next to child having been
asked not to provide any direction
to his/her child

Camera is set up oriented so as
to capture all of the child’s
responses, including whether or
not he/she is observing E2 during
demonstration

Demonstration Conditions:
Take the first demonstration box from
beneath the table and place it on the
table in front of the child. Say: ‘Okay
watch me and then you can have a
go’.

 Then demonstrate dragging the
bolts from the top hole, inserting the
tool into the top hole and tap on to
the glass ceiling below three times,
after which lift the door away from
the hole at the front of the box, insert
the tool and then remove the reward.
Beneath the table, replace the
reward in the tube, repeat the
demonstration, and then place the
apparatus back beneath the table.

Take the Test Phase box, pass it
to the child and say ‘You can have a
turn with this one’; the goal of
retrieving the reward should never
be explicitly stated.

Exploration Conditions:
Take the first box and say ‘Lots of boys and girls have had a go, and now it is your turn’. Testing ends if a child
successfully retrieves the reward, refuses to continue after general encouragement, or after 4 min of interaction
with the apparatus. Children can be given general encouragement, including, ‘What do you think you do now?’,
‘You can touch it as much as you like, you can’t break it’ and ‘You’re doing really well, what do you think you do
next?’.

Place the apparatus beneath the table, take the Test Phase box, pass it to the child and say ‘You can have a
turn with this one’; the goal of retrieving the reward should never be explicitly stated.
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By Keyan Tomaselli

Nevertheless, it’s very bracing to wake up (or go to sleep) in below
zero temperatures and where the bathrooms are open sky.  These
are normal winter conditions for our ‡Khomani, Khwe and !Xun,
and !Xoo hosts.

But worse was still to come.  In the Molopo pub we watched at
9.30am the Sharks being trashed by the New Zealand Crusaders.
Even the local boere, who still think of  Natal as being the last outpost
of  the British Empire, downing coke and brandy shots ear ly morning,
were appalled at the outcome.  Clear ly, the Sharks’ bruising home
encounter with the Bulls the previous week, the 13-hour time
difference and massive jet lag had taken its toll in the Banana Boys,
as Natalians were once more softly known.  Where was the volcano
when we needed it? One boer made the mistake of  sitting in the
barber’s chair in the pub.  Anyone who sits there is required to get
his head shaved, as was then done by the barman.  His drinking
mates ensured his compliance. This provided a welcome distraction
from the Sharks’ sorry performance.

Sof ia kept telling us that the Molopo Lodge was one of  the
best in which she’d ever stayed, marvelling at its appealing Lost
City kitschiness, the squawking parrot that sets up call and response
all day long with guests with its “Hello, hello …” refrain.  This
time the parrot reminded me of  the BBC sitcom, ‘Allo ‘Allo, set in
a small town French café where the resistance is centred with its
scratchy two-way radio hidden under the grandmother’s bed.  Sofia
wanted to drown the parrot as it just never stopped screeching,
scratching and clawing. I told her that once there were four parrots,
she should appreciate the rela tive peace of  just one.

The Molopo Lodge has been one of  our regular bases since
2000 when we first visited this part of the Kalahari.  Still very
remote, rustic and rough, the Lodge has been incrementally
refurbished by its new owner who also runs hunting lodges in the
area and the Bimbos franchise across the nation. This is real safari
country, with families of  adventurers parking off  in the well-
equipped sandy camp site with their 4x4s, off-road caravans,
trailers and their Kalahari Hiltons (large kitchens on wheels with
elevated tents).

Sol, Seminars, and Sculptures
The first week in Kimberley – equally cold – saw us visiting the
Big Hole and period 1870s village where many a SABC-TV series
has been set. The Sol Plaatje Institute was a highlight.  Its curator,
Johan Cronje, who kindly opened up for us on a Sunday morning,
explained Plaatje’s history as a newspaper editor, journalist,
academic and f ilm exhibitor.  We discussed the secrecy bills and
what Plaatje would have thought of  them.  Then, we were told
the history of  struggles between the Province and the Plaatje family
over the erection of  an appropriate statue of  him in Kimberley.
Durban sculptor, Andries Botha, would have appreciated the irony:
shades of  the fiasco of  the allegedly “soft” King Shaka a t the
Durban airport and the life-size elephants which reminded the
ANC plutocrats of  Inkatha.   The elephants are rusting and the
image of  Shaka is to be remade-by-committee. Political idiocy
reigns everywhere – always at great cost to the long-suffering
taxpayer.

This year it was worse. Having fewer 4x4s and thus less luggage
space, I engaged in a tussle of  wills about the size of  some students’
suitcases, being much larger than airline carry on luggage.  An act
of  God in the form of  an exploding volcano in Chile had resulted
in our Australian contingent, Mark Nielsen and Yvette Miller,
arriving a day late, with Mark dragging his huge suitcase with heavy
experimental equipment which had to be loaded no matter what.
Then the Sani slipped its clutch near Bethlehem (the town in the
Free State, not Palestine) which we abandoned at the local Nissan
workshop on a Sunday afternoon.  We transferred as much as we
could from the Sani to a Corolla, rented from a Bethlehem car
hire firm which had to be woken up from its Sunday sleepiness.
We had to leave most of  our camping gear in the Sani due to lack
of  space in the Corolla.  Already running three hours late, the
Patrol later had a blow out near Kimberley.   Having left the hi-lift
jack on the Sani in Bethlehem, we had to unpack the Patrol to
reduce its weight.   We limped into Kimberley very late indeed.

The benefit for the team of these vehicle mishaps was that,
in the second week of the trip, they all got to stay in rooms at the
Molopo Lodge, instead of  camping in the below freezing weather.
Every morning we had to break ice (and the bread) at the camping
site where we prepared and ate excellent meals, conducted video
diaries,  and where our open air office was located.  Unfortunately,
not all of  the rooms had working heaters. Some abodes were little
more than large fixed tents with corrugated iron roofs with open
spaces through which the heat generated by air conditioners leaked.
Students devised ingenious ways of  remaining warm at night.

Freezing in the Kalahari:
Field Methods and Making Sense
Freezing in the Kalahari:
Field Methods and Making Sense

LAST YEAR THE students who were packing the 4x4s for
our annual three week winter excursion to the Kalahari on
a characteristically warm Durban day carefully relocated

the cutlery and plates from the picnic box to the cat’s carry basket.
I knew then that we were in trouble.

L

Photo: Sofia Arvanitidou
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David Morris, archaeologist at the McGregor Museum who
conducted many field exercises for us on this trip, explained how
to read rock engravings and items of  recent archaeological interest,
offering his postmodern insights into sites many thousands of
years old, and also of  some contemporary manifestations.  The
curator of  the unique Duggan-Cronin Photographic Gallery, Rob
Hart, enthralled everyone with his explanation of  the collection
of  early period portraits of  natives made by Duggan-Cronin across
Southern Africa.  This record and the aesthetic dignity conferred
upon his subjects rivals the Edward Curtis collection made of
Native Americans over a century ago, which were two years ago
exhibited at the Durban Art Gallery. Fascinatingly, this group of
students were voracious readers and bought out the Gallery’s
booklets, as they did  reports issued by the Plaatje Institute.  The
zip-lining (foofy slide) promised was cancelled due to the Vaal River
being in f lood, but we did buy lunch at the spotless Coco Pan
store and takeaway in Barkley West, one of  the few shops in the
town that seemed a safe place to buy prepared food .  The manager
himself  came out to talk to us. Basking on the bank of  the Vaal a t
the Barkly West Museum, we chewed the cud with its proprietors.
The relationship between poor service delivery and local
development was part of  the discussion.

The day of  seminars in the auditorium at the Wildebees Kuil
Rock Art site, near Kimberley, was instructive.  Here, Varona
discussed with its author and photographer her Honours project,
a social semiotics of  The Green Kalahari promotional photographic
booklet.  Its author is Johan van Schalkwyk, previously lecturer in
Communication, now manager of  Par tnerships in the Provincial
Department of  Economic Development and Tourism, and an
annual visitor to CCMS.  He again emphasised the usefulness of
his Department’s partnership with CCMS, the Northern Cape
lacking a university from which it can draw intellectual resources.
A presentation really appreciated by Johan from Shanade on
heritage and law was complemented by Mark explaining the tools
he uses in studying the origins of  culture amongst pre-school
children. Later,  when he was using his box of  tricks in the f ield, it
sometimes required crowd control, so eager were the scores of

young children at various sites up to 600kms apart to get involved.
So nice to witness such curiosity and enthusiasm, seemingly lacking
from so many jaded university students. At one site one of  our
guides , Deon, tried to calm down the enthusiastic throngs of  kids
by telling them that Mark was a doctor administering injections.
Even this didn’t phase them.  Lungelo, the irrepressible laughing
drama student, was henceforth assigned to the task of  crowd
control by devising games to keep the children entertained.   (These
kinds of  illustrative anecdotes rarely make the academic literature
that eliminates the mess and confusion of  getting things done.
Science is rarely as clean and neat as it is appears.) Last year we
had three laughing ladies, but this year only one. Miliswa, one of
last years ‘laughers’, had peeled off  with Mary and the DUT
students for some of  the time doing work elsewhere.

The three DUT Jewellery and Design students, Kathlyn,
Georgina and Glen, explained their project being done with
indigenous crafters, and Siyasanga presented his MA proposal to
local stakeholders, followed by a tour led by Tom of  the XK fm
community radio station.  We then visited the two cultural villages
at Platfontien, one for the Khwe and one for the !Xun, where a
guard, an immigrant from Angola who resettled in South Africa
in 1989 with the Khwe and !Xun who were par t of  the then SADF,
told us his story.  Most crucially, he liked South Africa he said,
pointing a t his tatty longs, because he could wear pants here.  At
the time we thought this to be a signif icant response. When asked
his name, he showed us his weapon’s licence, which unnerved the
students somewhat.  Claudia took a photograph.

Julie Grant,  from Edinburgh University, talked about land,
development and local government; while Mary and Miliswa spoke
about the success of the Biesjie Poort research, on which they,
along with Shanade , have been working.  In talking about heritage
and the neglect of  colonial and PAC histories and characters like
Robert Sobukwe whose house is in Kimberley, David made the
telling point that “The Struggle without the context of
colonialism is meaning less”.  Certainly,  the Plaatje
Institute is keenly aware of  this relationship and how the
dialectic of  political history is being airbrushed by the

Prof Keyan Tomaselli engages with one of the local residents at the research site in the Kalahari

Photo: Sofia Arvanitidou
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new politicians.But perhaps the most commented-on encounter
was a maxim written on the back of  a Kimberley taxi: “Aspire to
inspire before you expire”.  Every trip generates something like
this and provides a challenging metaphor for the way we do our
work.  This statement inspired all of  us to further academic heights,
no matter the challenges. Claudia appreciated the ‘writing days’ in
which she could reflect on her experiences, and Abulele loved
riding on the Patrol’s roof  rack through the wilderness areas, deftly
dodging the thorn trees.

Hardy Afrikaners,  Heritage and Handovers
The 600km trip from Kimberly through Upington to the Molopo,
just south of  the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, took us though
extreme terrain – it is on the pans here that land speed records are
conducted and where long distance prototype vehicle tests are
done, where films on the Iraq war are set, and where Afrikaners
make no concessions whatsoever to the weather.  As a Dutch
affiliate commented some years ago, these hardy people (both male
and female) in sub-zero temperatures who entertain and work
outside, are often barefoot,  dressed in shorts and T-shirts.  As I
explained to the gathering in the Molopo’s thatched open air boma
when we had the formal Biesje Poort report handover to the
National Heritage Council, please forgive the freezing air,  this is
how things are done in this province.  Heaters seem to be in short
supply here. As Tom commented, often his fingers were so cold
that he could not type on his laptop.  Ditto for me, sometimes my
toes froze notwithstanding my thermal socks and thick rubber
soled boots.  The trick was to find a table with an overhead thatch
shade to shield the screen from the sun while being able to stretch
out the feet in the sun under the table .

During the warmer parts of  the days we worked with our
‡Khomani hosts, especially Isak Kruiper, while students took
copious notes and explored the intercultural in a province totally
unlike anything they had previously encountered in Durban or
KZN. A day a t the farm horse races with haggard nags reminded
me of  the Ashkam races a few year ago with its signs stating
‘drunken jockeys not allowed’.  This was when our students of
Indian extraction were constantly asked by the locals if  they were

“from Arabia”.  There are few Indians in the Northern
Cape. Also of  interest were 4x4 trails through game areas,
checking out previously opulent farmsteads now being used
by ‡Khomani families following land restitution,  and the

awe of  grass and shack compounds and dwellings in the dunes
where satellite dishes and water pumps are powered by generators
in very close proximity to Eskom power lines.  No-one steals
electricity here. In fact,  no one steals.  Our camp site, open to
anyone who passed through, was totally secure, no armed security
guards were necessary.  Bliss in the cold. Water is provided by the
‡Khomani settlements by the Lodge and the local shop,

But, as was commented on in 2010, the pay day drunkeness,
the ensuing violence, with bloodied young males staggering back
from the bottle store located at the entrance to the Lodge, is always
unnerving.  Belinda talked about the ‘bottle store route’ (al la the
Western Cape  ‘wine route’) as we explored the archaeological
treasures on the land between the Lodge and the plakkerkamp
behind the single trading store.  Trash, litter, rusting cans, broken
bottles, would, David told us, be useful to archaeologists of  the
future in helping them make sense of  our present.  Our very litter,
like the coke bottle in The Gods Must be Crazy, will become data for
academics of  generations to come.  What will they make of  this,
I wonder, with mountains of  latex made from condoms and
alcohol containers strewn all over the African landscape.  On our
return, we discovered DUT students striking and demanding free
branded condoms from its university management.

Participatory Research:  What were we doing?
At the NHC handover, a ttended by an official from Pretoria and
the ‡Khomani delegation,  we talked about the value of
participatory research, of  the relevance of  the those who are not
academics in documenting heritage, and of  how to do this.   Our
‡Khomani partners, Izak, Lydia, Klankie, Belinda, Toppies, Vetkat,
Silkat and Oeliset, Buks, amongst many others, have helped us
over the past 11 years to rethink  our methodologies and theories
in the field, away from the de-sensitised, sanitised safety of  the
clinical, isolated and remote university classroom, where lecturers
drone on about somebody else’s experiences, from a textbook
that someone else wrote for a different context.

Here in the Kalahari we are getting our hands dir ty, collectively
writing our own textbooks. We are being with the people and real
characters who for us would otherwise just be shadows on the
screen, images in adverts, and the unknown and unknowable
Others whom students study in TV, film and print.

It was significant hearing from Izak first-hand how the
Vodacom TV Rugby World Cup Advert in which he acted was

The Kalahari bushveld provides a spectacular backdrop to the research site

Photo: Sofia Arvanitidou
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made, and what the narrative meant to him.   The more usual case
is for presumptuous academics and political commissars to tell
the Bushmen why they should not have participated in the advert
presuming to think for them and make decisions about appropriate
employment on their behalf.   On our return,  William Ellis regaled
us with stories about how Dawid subverts research and researchers
by doing anthro-speak and fiddling the data.

Cultural studies in the 1960s innovatively introduced ‘the lived’
as the object of  study, while autoethnography offers an appropriate
method of  doing this in situ.  This approach goes way beyond EP
Thompson’s historical dramatic narrative writing known as
Culturalism. But conventional notions of  science, as Nyasha
argues, cauterize, clamp and conceal the position/inf luence/
impact/disturbance of  the social researcher while claiming to focus
solely on the researched (as if the researcher is not part of  the
relationship).  He came to this conclusion en route while writing a
chapter on our field methodology.  Even as we were cooking,
huddled for warmth around the fire,  he was typing on his laptop.

Anyone who has worked in the Kalahari knows that social
research needs to admit the position of  the researcher as our
interactions with local communities become the content of  myth
and folklore, strategies of  leverage, even exploitation.  Whose
pulling whose strings is not always clear.  Can one be “a fly on the
wall”?  More likely, researchers are the flies in the soup. The only
issue that matters is the thickness of  the broth and how to make
sense of  it. Researchers always leave both positive and negative
traces behind them, even if  there only for a short time.  Each
research encounter always complicates the one following in its
footsteps. Just ask Tom, Jonathan, Andrew and Shanade, who are
usually confronted with unrealistic informant expectations which
occur when one-time researchers have parachuted into Platfontein,
taking knowledge from people they hardly know, inflating its
worth,  and then leaving behind alienated informants who now
take out their frustrations on the CCMS regulars. One has a choice
to burn or build bridges. This is what is implied, as Nyasha

observed, by our strict observation of  a code-of-conduct/research
ethics. The obverse also holds – it is difficult to reify and abstract
individuals once they have shared their distinct personalities during
repeated (often highly empathetic) encounters. Our rela tionship
with our subjects cannot be frozen thus.

If  freezing is to be an appropriate metaphor, then we must
take it further.  Cold toes, cold feet,  cold turkey.  Having started
along the path of  autoethnography, one must face it down, as
Norm Denzin once told me.   Going cold turkey and returning to
an endistancing objectivity can be very dif ficult. One consequence
is that one finds oneself being frozen out of the academic
publication arena as reviewers expecting orthodox approaches
puzzle over the ‘auto’ part of  the ethnography.  Autoethnography,
participatory and action research, just does not fit the frozen
categories of  objective science which freezes the researcher as
the disengaged  f ly-on-the-wall.  This location assumes that the
researcher is exempt from that in which s/he is participating,
shaping, changing. Our argument is that we can best understand
the other if  we first understand ourselves, our own assumptions
and methods, and how we fit into the processes we are studying.

How does this abovementioned notion relate to self-reflection
within a new cultural environment when the elements of  academic
voyeurism/gaze come into the picture?  To this question asked by
Sofia,  she adds, to what extent do researchers ‘objectify’ the human
topics of  their research and, thus, alienate themselves from the
findings and the process per se of  the research?  Many scholacrats
argue that the textual is the basic structure upon which research
can indeed take place, regardless of  the contextual social and
cultural strata involved. Cultural studies, visual anthropology,
linguistic studies, are all closely inter-rela ted with the researcher
as the creator/maker of  cultural meaning and as the main actor
of  facilitating this creation/making of  the particular research topic.
It is truly, Sofia argues, through the interaction of  participants in
a specific socio-cultural environment that the findings can be put
into practice by depicting and, thus, bringing into light, all the
related processes. ‘Skopos Theory’  (Purpose theory), in linguistic
terms, serves the needs of  the cultural, socio-political environment
within which a study is conducted; reception theory or audience
research, are used widely to lift the weight from the ‘textual chunk’
towards the receiver/humanistic approach.

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR):  Commodification of
Knowledge
Our elder ly ‡Khomani informants wanted to inspire us to aspire
before they expire.  This was why we undertook the cultural
mapping of  so many sites,  as they told stories that they want on
the record, while grooming the young !Klankie to become the
new repository of  knowledge. Who owns that record became an
issue when I received the University’s research contract on which
provision of  a research grant would be made.   The University’s
claim to ownership of   local (indigenous) knowledge is exactly
what our paradigm must engage.   IPR freezes the dynamism of
knowledge and commodifies the process. For out hosts,  this is
information theft, as we are now legally positioned to sell back
their own information and stories to them.    This is known as the
global function of  capital. Someone else claims ownership of
things, elements and ideas we thought were ours.  Our own
academic knowledge is similarly frozen by mechanistic
interpretations of  IPR that is now owned by someone else.  That’s
what our informants tell us, and I am not sure that
they are wrong.  Making sense thus means unfreezing
ownership, unpacking experience, and ensuring the
integrity of the creative commons.A sign using local art tells visitors where to go next

Photo: Sofia Arvanitidou
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THE LANDSCAPE OF the Kalahari
desert is breathtaking. I could not help

but let my mind and soul be captivated by
the experience . Terms like visual
anthropology (anthropology:  the study of
anthropos= human),  par ticipatory
development, ethnography (the study of
ethnos: nation/ethnic groups), were only
starting to make sense after the first week
of  the Kalahari research trip. Professor
Keyan Tomaselli’s words ascertaining that
text means nothing without its context,
gradually, proved to be axiomatic.

Students par ticipating in f ield trips,
whose academic growth was often
previously confined within a discipline of
detached textualism and theoretical
hegemonies, more often than not return
to the University,  dusty, tried and homesick,
having discovered that the Text is indeed a
prison-house of  language (Tomaselli,
2003).

We, as researchers can, thus, identify
the shift from the ‘ideological paradigm’
across the ‘discursive paradigm’. This

suggests that a cultural studies
approach to texts is always
part of  their broader contexts
(Gray, 2003).

Self-ref lexivity and semi-structured
interviews were the methods I employed
in my endeavour to explore the very
magnificence of  the unknown, of  the
Kalahari ethnos and landscape. Cultural
mapping played a major par t in
ameliorating our cultural education

throughout our journey; hence, we as a
group of  young researchers had to follow
Belinda and Izak’s lead, trying to absorb
their sayings so as to understand the
historical and anthropological context of
the particular landscapes. No one could
prepare me for the cultural diversities and
different socio-economic and political
views shared by the ‡Khomani. Opposing
interests, mismanagement of  grants given
aiming at the dev elopment of  the

Kalahari Research Excursion 2011: ‘’Together we can build a better future’’

Story and photographs by
Sofia Arvanitidou

Cultural mapping of the
Northern Cape
Cultural mapping of the
Northern Cape

The idyllic lodge was a stark contrast to the grass homes of the research subjects

It’s a long way from
Greece: The author stands
at the entrance gate of the
research site
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communities had created a deep feeling
of  mistrust between them and the
community’s managers.

Moreover, the question remains; all
these cultural villages, parks, farms, so
proudly presented by them, what are the
interests that impede communities from
utilizing them more essentially profit-wise
and market-wise? The #Khomani seemed
to be trapped in-between a ‘scylla and
charybdis’  situation,  feeling devastated
with development projects that lacked
sustainability,  promises of  aid that
remained promises. “Respect is what they
want,  and we try to offer this during our
annual visits and research interactions”
(Tomaselli, 2003). Then, it is the example
of  the Molopo Lodge. A lodge that
monopolizes the area, offering a night and
day stop for passengers, hunters, tourists,
researchers. As I spent a lot of  time at the
lodge, either helping with the preparation
of  the braai, or having coffee or drinks at
the lodge’s pub, I decided to interview
most of  the staff (receptionist, bar tender,
cleaning staff), to acquire a better
understanding of  their perceptions.
Arauna Markram, the receptionist and
Steven Bester the bar tender were quite a
revela tion. Both having worked at the
lodge for more than seven years come
across many different people and cultures
every day. They decided to share some of
their stories and events taken place at the
lodge.

Amazingly, we have become witnesses
of one of the ‘rituals’ of the bar while
watching the rugby game. The person that
is unfortunate enough to sit on the barber’s
chair gets his hair cut by the bar tender’s
electric razor. A middle-aged Afrikaner
hunter was the unwitting victim during the
rugby. A particular decoration that  caught
my attention was a saddle over a big trunk
attached horizontally to one of  the bar’s
wall. When I asked Steve about that, he
said that whoever rides this particular
‘horse’ saddle must be half-naked or else
he/she must receive a penalty of  having
to drink rum with a straw. At that same
night, I remembered his words when a
couple of  young drunk Afrikaner hunters
got a bit crazy and one of  them jumped
onto the saddle half-naked in front of  our
amazed eyes. The next morning, there was
a lodge-sponsored 60 kilometre bicycle
race, with participants from all over the
area.  In this woestyntrap (desert area), two
of  the lodge’s cleaning staff  (Roquelle
Davis and Abigail Beer), both in their
twenties, shared their desire to study
journalism and nursing; and wanting to
travel all over Africa and overseas. The
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epilogue of  their interviews could not be
more sanguine. “Together we can build a
better future”, they said.

The above statement seems to
complement the words of  the proud
Botswanan security guard of  the cultural
village in Pla tfontein who, with tears in his
eyes, had found the courage to thank South
Africa by saying: “look at me; South Africa

is the reason why I am wearing pants”,
underlining the spirit that lives inside all
of  us. The same spirit that brings to light
emotional truths that govern glocal cultures
all over the wor ld.

From this experience it would seem
that we really could build a better future
together under the auspices of  a ‘durational
present’ (Bailey, 2007).

Out in the field: CCMS students under the watchful eye of Prof Tomaselli

Nyasha Mboti, a CCMS post-doctoral student and lecturer, makes a house call
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Visitors peruse works at the Bergtheil Museum, Westville

Vetkat Kruiper prepares his donkey cart for the road

also pleaded with the guest to ‘take care of history and heritage’.
As the evening was drawing to a close, the guests were treated

by the Bechet High School pupils to a scene of Charles Dickens
“Oliver”  and in between this play they also sang their school
song. The evening of this book launch, as well as the art
showcased during this evening, was supported by eThekwini
Municipality’s Local History Museums.

One hopes that as another wave of CCMS and DUT students
head down to the Kalahari again this year, perhaps they will come
across other artists who embody what Vetkat has spent his life
doing: showcasing the rich heritage of the Bushman
communities.

There are only 300 available copies of Mooi Loop  and this
therefore makes the book a very limited edition.
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WHO NEEDS TO visit the rocks when you can just open a
book with a breathtaking Bushman artwork? The launch
of Vetkat Kruiper ’s book titled “Mooi Loop” was what

dragged most of us to travel all the way to the  Bergtheil Museum
in Westville for one of those  once in a life-time evenings that
reflect the reach Bushman art legacy left for the rest of the human
race to ponder over.

By Siyasanga M Tyali

Not only did this evening showcase Kruiper’s art but the
guests also had a chance to view fine art that has been created
by the Durban University of Technology (DUT) Fine art and
Jewellery students. Strikingly, with a Bushman theme this artwork
perfectly complemented the evening that uniquely captured the
art of the early roamers of South Africa.

Seemingly, in the dusty Kalahari, an artist (Vetkat Kruiper)
with the help of his wife (Belinda) and their rich heritage had
been quietly working on what had been passed on to him by
previous generations so as to continue the wonderful handiwork
that has become synonymous with the Bushman.

The launch of Mooi Loop  may eventually prove wrong the
social notion that Bushman art is something that is found in the
veld engraved for centuries in some slowly decaying rocks. In
fact, having been showcased in far away places such as the United
Kingdom, Vetkat is one of few Bushman artists who have
managed to take their work to the people instead waiting for the
art to be discovered by Bushman talent researchers.

The launch of this book is the culmination of a long
partnership between ARROW SA, CCMS and DUT that sees
students visiting the Kalahari annually to learn about the
Bushman art, life and history.

The guest speakers of the evening included Mary Lange
(ARROW SA), Prof Keyan Tomaselli (CCMS), Prof Joan Conolly
(DUT) and Joy Seidle who is an educator at Bechet High School.

Gareth Myklebust, the graphic designer of the book and other
projects that showcased Vetkat’s work, recalled the moments he
spent with this artist and how he spent time with Belinda and
Vetkat learning about life in the Kalahari.

Unfortunately, Belinda, the widow to the late Vetkat and co-
author of this book, could not grace this event but a
video recording was showcased in which she re-
captured the intimate moments she shared with Vetkat
in the journey of putting this book together. Belinda
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Speech by Gareth Myklebust
designer of the book Mooi Loop at the book’s launch on 1 June 2011:

GOOD EVENING EVERYONE, I’m going to give a bit of background on how I first came to work alongside Vetkat as a
graphic designer and the events and inspirations that led to completing a project like Mooi Loop.

In 2003 I was approached by my wife Lauren (girlfriend at that stage) who asked if I would lay out a very simple
invitation for an exhibition which was to be held in these very walls of the Bergtheil Museum for a research colleague
named Vetkat Regopstaan Kruiper. At first I thought this request to be quite strange: who in the world calls themselves
“Fat Cat”? Why would he be travelling all the way from the Kalahari to exhibit his art?

I had never had the opportunity to spend time in the Kalahari at this stage. I was then emailed a scan of one of
Vetkat’s first drawings which I placed into a layout with all the details for the exhibition. On the evening of the exhibition
I viewed Vetkat’s paintings which I found to be beautifully clean in their use of white space, and at the same time
incredibly detailed in a very uniquely natural style of illustration. Being a person who enjoys hiking in the Drakensberg
and having seen preserved rock art painted on to the walls of caves and overhangs in the mountains, I was amazed at
how Vetkat had grasped the style of his ancestors. I was further surprised when I learnt that Vetkat had never seen these
rock paintings.

The relationship continued where Vetkat exhibited annually at the Bergtheil Museum and I designed the invitations
(now finding myself getting a little more adventurous in my layouts). I also worked with Belinda and Vetkat on a project
called ARA - A Regopstaan Artventure where I designed a DL brochure advertising, to us city folk, the opportunity to
travel to Blinkwater - a vast piece of farmland in the middle of the desert where Vetkat and Belinda lived. This artventure
offered a getaway of pure peace and tranquility and a different way of life while also watching the master, Vetkat, at work.
As a thank you for doing this piece of brochure design I was honoured in receiving an original piece of artwork from
Vetkat containing an image of a snake, as he knew my interest in reptiles.

Shortly after this Charlize Tomaselli came back from a self-discovery trip (as she described it) to the Kalahari on a
Regopstaan Artventure. She took it upon herself to find her own way there using different means of transport instead of
joining the annual CCMS 4x4 fieldtrip. Feeling a bit flat in my everyday life and with itchy feet, I decided that a trip like
that would be ideal. I left Durban catching two coach liners overnight to Upington where I spent my first night camping
alongside the Orange River. The following evening, after a day of experiencing life in Upington, I got a ride to Blinkwater
in the back of a truck with a man named Ali De Waal who worked in Upington and travelled to the Kalahari on the
weekend to visit his family. He offered a lift service for people travelling this route.

I eventually arrived at Blinkwater at midnight in very cold temperatures to a sleepy-eyed Vetkat, Belinda and Oom
Hansie who heard Ali’s 4x4 making its way over the dunes. Despite the late hour I was welcomed by a warm fire and a
performance of Afrikaans liedjies sung and played by Vetkat and a few Amarulas from a bottle that I had brought along
as gratitude for the hospitality.

I spent the week living out of my tent pitched under a lonely Shepherd tree positioned just a few metres up the dune
from Vetkat and Belinda’s house. I will never forget my time spent at Blinkwater. The warm morning sun while socialising
and eating breakfast in the boma area. Playing midday board games in the shade with the guys: Vetkat, Juri and
Toppies. Taking an afternoon sleep in my tent with both sides open, feeling the cool afternoon Kalahari breeze blowing
across the dunes. Waking up to a magnificent sunset – a time when the desert would come alive. The beautiful saturated
colours and the silver lining of a dust cloud in the valley trailing after the herd of goats returning home after a days
grazing on the dunes.

A moment that stood out most of all was my time with Juri and Toppies on the donkey cart. Due to the lack of trees,
the people living in the greater area would congregate at a single point to collect wood to fuel their home fires. This was
a full day’s task so Vetkat had the cart and donkeys ready to go before I even rose that morning. We proceeded over
dune after dune re-naming our two ‘engines’, “vier by vier donkie”. We arrived at our destination under the midday sun
and loaded the cart with sharp pieces of wood that caused discomfort on our return trip. As we approached the valley
between two dunes there was a sudden commotion from the dogs who accompanied us on the fire wood trip. Before I
could figure out what all the fuss was about Juri had jumped from the cart and with almost unnatural speed managed to
pin a female buck to the ground. He pulled his knife from his pocket and then paused looking towards me (perhaps not
wanting to offend me by making his kill). I put my hands in the air, not wanting to influence the course of life which
unfolded at Blinkwater, but instead to experience it to its fullest. We spent the next few days well fed with fresh meat and
biltong which Vetkat prepared.

When Belinda, Mary and I met at Mary’s house in Westville in early 2008, Belinda presented me with a beautifully
leather bound book containing a lifetime’s portfolio of art and words by Vetkat and herself. She wanted to turn it into a
visual publication that could be distributed to a greater audience to share with them the artistic energy that was channeled
through this man we know as Vetkat. While designing Mooi Loop I constantly returned my thoughts to my experiences
at Blinkwater - be it a memory, a colour, a word, an image or a photo to best depict to you who Vetkat was.

I conclude by quoting a piece by Rick Lange from Mooi Loop : “But the memory that will always come to
mind when I think of Vetkat, is of just sitting around the fire in the vastness of the Kalahari and learning to feel
small with one of the most beautiful souls God has seen fit to bring into my life. I will miss Vetkat.  Artist,
mentor, friend.” 13

to: Siyasanga Tyali
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they realise that, as such,  they are, in effect, par ticipants in the
global exploitation of  millions of  low-paid workers making up the
complex value-chain of  the wor ldwide apparel sector?  

Or do they merely wear the T-shirt because it is “on trend”?
21st century revolutionaries proudly wear the iconic Che

portrait as a symbol of  their ideological righteousness. However,
the truth behind the distorted decorative application of  this image
is that Che-as-icon has become currency for trading to ignorant
fashion zombies and so-called contemporary revolutionaries, whose
understanding of  Che’s power stems from scant biography and its
associative meanings, purveyed under the influence of  popular
media.

The camouflage T-shirt, annotated with military symbols, is
another example of  the power of  the fashion media and global
marketing strategies. Camouflage fabric was first used by the French
during World War I. In 1927, this aesthetic was used by Louis
Weinberg in contemporary fashion to create the illusion of  the
wearer’s height.

However, it is incongruent that now, in a time when global
peace and non-violence is promulgated by most governments and
civil society, adults and children wear “camo-chic” T-shir ts without
any sensitivity to the violent origins of  the fabric.  Moreover, this
styling contradicts the fundamental purpose of  wearing camouflage,
which is to b lend into the surrounding environment as a means of
averting a ttention from the enemy;  instead, the consumer’s sole
intention for sporting this look is to be seen.

The T-shirt itself  was used for the first time in 1939 for an
advertising campaign by the film company Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer
(MGM) to launch one of  the first colour f ilms, The Wizard of  Oz .
Since then, nearly every company, large or small the wor ld over,

The Power of the T-ShirtThe Power of the T-Shirt
IN VARIOUS WAYS, the simple T-shirt has been used as a

commercial medium or as a means of  representing and
articulating power through fashionable commodification of

popular cultural and political symbolism. Rarely does the wearer
understand the full extent of  the inter textuality of  the messages
or signs portrayed on the T-shirt.

by Renato Palmi

However, some are fully aware of  the constructed meaning
and purposely created indexical imagery represented on this
garment.  Wearing a slogan, symbolic image or logo on T-shirts
within specific locations or at particular events makes a statement,
rendering the wearer either as an agent provocateur or as one who
identifies with a community or def ined social context.

In Kenya,  images of  Mau Mau heroes emblazoned on T-shir ts
present the wearer as taking an anti-colonial and proudly
nationalistic stand.  Yet,  the ubiquitous fascination with
“Communist chic”,  such as T-Shirts bearing Chinese, Soviet or
Cuban cultural revolutionary imagery, tends to proliferate with
very little understanding of  the historical meaning of  these
symbols.  A more prominent example of  the mindlessness of mass
fashion consumerism arises in the commercialisation of the iconic
image of  Che Guevara, who (ironically, in the contemporary
context of  rampant materialism) fought against capitalism.

Why is it that the majority of  such consumers are oblivious to
the contradictions they perpetuate in this fashion,  so to speak? 

Wearing their highly styled “Che” T-shirts whilst driving luxury
cars and frequenting expensive restaurants, are they consciously
trying to signify that they are in solidarity with the marginalisation
and hunger of  the poor?  Have they any inkling at all that their
garment was probably made under sweatshop conditions?  Do

I

A T-Shirt
designed for

children
betweem the

ages of 7 to
8, sold in a
retail store

The T-shirt is a
powerful medium that

literally provides a
blank canvas to

express, disseminate
and mobilise highly
visible constructed
messages, cultural
codes and political

choices, by establishing
a recognisable identity

within the wearer’s
social context

‘

’
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over R2 million of  much-needed revenue could have
been injected into the clothing sector if  each of  the 121

parties produced only 2,000 T-shirts at a cost of  R10 per
shir t.

The T-shirt, imprinted with sexually suggestive imagery and
messaging, has commodif ied children as a target market.  These
products are blindly bought by parents who perceive such
messages as cute and endearingly cheeky for kids as young as
seven, with little conception or excavation of  the harmful
gender roles and behaviour promoted on this ostensibly
“cool” garment.

The T-shirt is a powerful medium that literally provides
a blank canvas to express, disseminate and mobilise highly
visible constructed messages, cultural codes and political
choices, by establishing a recognisable identity within
the wearer’s social context. 

How the T-shir t consumer consciously or
unconsciously subscribes to becoming either a

walking billboard or a heraldic figure can only be
determined with profound perspicacity in relation to this garment
as a social tool in the global economy.

has used the T-shir t as an affordable
marketing and messaging pla tform.

The T-shir t has been
interwoven with politics and
social advocacy for
decades, used by anti-
apartheid activists,
anti-war groups,
e n v i r o n m e n t a l
champions, charities and
other civil society campaigns,
to promote ideological and
humanitarian agendas.

The T-shir t has enormous
potential as an economic driver. For
example , the 121 political parties and
748 independent candidates who
took part in South Africa’s 2011
municipal elections could have
achieved a massively positive
economic impact on country’s
beleaguered clothing and textile
sector, had their campaign T-
shir ts been designed and made
locally.  Sadly, one of  the most
prominent parties imported
their T-shirts from India, and
a few years ago, the dominant
party imported their T-shirt
stock from China.

Just two of  these larger
parties, each producing 25,000
T-shirts, could have covered the salary of
one qualif ied clothing machine operator for 10 years, while

The power and
influence of the
Brand
T-Shirt, designed
by Renato Palmi

Garibaldi T-Shirt, designed by Renato Palmi
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issues of  contention.  The lively discussions on ethical issues and
health journalism pervaded the tea-room chatter and the dinner-
table banter. People did not wish to run away from the sessions,
but extend them.

I found many of  these presentations eye-opening and inspiring.
My own thoughts and concerns resounded in some of  the eloquent
presentations, and with this grew my confidence in my own ideas
and the possible invigoration of  my thesis. Kanya Ndaki of
PlusNews’s explanation of  agency among African women led me
to make the connection between the acknowledgement of  agency
and the assignment of  blame in HIV/AIDS reporting; and the
paranoia many scholarly and journalistic circles seem to reflect in
terms of  acknowledging young peoples’ desire for fear of  implying
an assignment of  blame to those who become infected with HIV.

The room for agency can exist in a delicate balance with the
acknowledgement of  socio-economic and gender inequalities that
contribute to HIV vulnerability. An emotionally charged session
began when Pumelelo Dlamini of  Soweto TV told a poignant
story of  her own 17 year battle with HIV and how this drives her
work,  and her anger at those who can and do not protect
themselves from HIV. These and other highlights contribute to
my view of  the event as an elemental success and a most enriching
experience. Thank you for the opportunity, CCMS and Prof,
IDASA and Rhodes.

By Tash Sundar

Symposium synopsis:
Rhodes reporting and
embracing
ethics
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A WEEK BEFORE the Rhodes Symposium for Ethical
Reporting of  Health Issues I was asked by Prof  Tomaselli

if  I could represent our Centre at the event.  Little did I realise
that I would be the only student representing a department and
that instead of the student and academic style conferences I had
been to in the past, was a symposium with top journalists from
some of  most-recognised national and international news agencies
and academics from some of the continents’ most prestigious
educational institutions. Intimidated? – a little. But I had to choose
between keeping quiet and utilising an opportunity – I chose the
latter.

I spent most of  Thursday at the Durban and Port Elizabeth
Airports and then the slow drive to Grahamstown, which I am
told is beautiful, but which was obscured by the darkness, only to
arrive at an inn without hot water or dinner. This arduous journey
and cold reception did not prepare me for the engaging , and
productive debate of  the next two days.

 Both days’ discussions were framed by keynote addresses from
international guest speakers, the first on the ethics of  care in health
journalism by Prof  Cliff  Christians of  the University of  Illinois
and the second by David Holwerk of  the Kettering Foundation
in the US on agency, responsible reporting, and civic awareness.

Panels of  journalists from institutions all over the continent
presented on rule-breaking in journalism practice
and justifiable consequences; the relationship
between agency and blame;  and the difference
between consent and informed consent were all

A
Herman Wasserman and Cliff Christians were speakers at the symposium, attended by some of the country’s top journalists
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DURING MY ONE and a half years
in the academic world,  I’ve been told

by several academics that one of  the
benef its of  working in a research
environment is the potential for travel
opportunities.

The World is a
book, and those

who do not travel
read only a page 
 ~St. Augustine

‘
’

By Sertanya Reddy

similarities and differences between HIV/
AIDS prog rammes and development
communication theory in the UK and
South Africa.

The week we spent in Reading flew by
as we engaged in planning meetings,
interviews and presentations. The UK
programmes that were selected as case
studies were the EastEnders soap opera,
whose storyline of  an HIV positive
character led to a huge increase in HIV
testing in the UK; and Body Positive North
West, a community-based organisation in
Manchester, that is run primarily by HIV
positive people.

Our time in the UK proved to be an
eye-opener, as we realized that the number
and variety of  HIV/AIDS communication
programmes in South Africa far exceed
those in the UK. Nevertheless, we managed
to secure key informant interviews with a
handful of dynamic and interesting UK
development communication practitioners,
inc luding Kate Lloyd-Morgan, Wendy
Quarry and Jackie Davis.  We also had the
rare opportunity to view a museum
exhibition of  “The Archers”, the UK radio
drama that is considered one of the
pioneering prog rammes in the
entertainment education field.

As we walked along the scenic forest
path that led to our offices in Reading, on
the last day of  the project, I had the chance
to reflect on how much we had learnt.
While there had been challenges along the
way with creating interview guides and
selecting appropriate case studies, we had
also gained new insights into the constantly
changing enter tainment education
landscape and the differences between a
South African and UK context. As our
interviews took us around the town of
Reading and through to London, we had
the opportunity to not only grow
professionally but also to experience the
thrills of being in a foreign
country and to widen our
horizons a little by meeting new
people, in new places.

 In mid-May, I was given the chance to
experience such an opportunity, as Eliza
Govender, the Programme Manager at the
Centre for Communication, Media and
Society (CCMS), and I travelled to the UK
to visit the University of  Reading. Our
objective was to collect data for a health
project, funded by The British Academy.
The project, “Edutainment Theory and
Practice in HIV/AIDS Communication: A
South African/UK Perspective”, is a
collaborative initiative between staff
members at CCMS and Dr Sarah Cardey
and Professor Chris Garforth from the
School of  Agriculture, Policy and
Development,  a t Reading. The main
objective of  the project is to explore four
entertainment education case studies: one
participatory case study and one mass media
case study in the UK, and similarly one
participatory example and one mass media
case study in South Africa. The aim is to
compare and contrast the planning,
implementation, evaluation and outcomes
of  these four case studies, to explore the

Travelling
Along

New
Paths

Travelling
Along

New
Paths

Eliza Govender and Sertanya Reddy pause in some English woodland near Reading in Berkshire, to take in a breath of fresh air
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for investigation, including how participation is envisioned and
implemented in theatre projects that focus on HIV and AIDS,
and how participants are empowered through these processes.

Notions of  empowerment may be at odds with the popular
practice of  enter tainment education and the introduction of  health
messages from development organisations into local communities.
This causes tensions between the human-rights emphasis on
participation and the medical imperative of  intervention in relation
to HIV and AIDS messages and behaviour change.   The study
attempts to understand how these tensions play out in current
practice, and how greater par ticipation can bring about greater
empowerment and long term social change for communities
engaged in HIV and AIDS projects.

The original research of  this thesis includes both a survey of
theatre practitioners and researchers who focus on the use of
theatre to mitigate against HIV and AIDS, and case studies with
three participatory theatre projects implemented in KwaZulu-
Natal between 2005 and 2010.

Doctoral Thesis, submitted December, 2010
Durden explores the role of theatre as communication in the context
of HIV/AIDS prevention strategies.  She makes a persuasive
argument for the importance of focusing on prevention as
communication, information and education in the current context
and not only on biomedical solutions.  She discusses participation
in theatre-based activities  and in three case studies examines the
different approaches used to  involve participants.  The research
highlights  approaches in  which meaningful participation can be
promoted for social and personal transformation. This research
makes an important contribution to an  understanding of the field of
applied theatre.  (Lynn Dalrymple)

By Emma Durden

International agencies such as UNAIDS and the World Health
Organisation have made a conceptual shift to view HIV and AIDS
as a development issue. Applying a development perspective
necessitates a deeper understanding of  the social, economic, and
cultural processes that gave rise to the epidemic and are in turn
impacted on by the epidemic. My thesis argues that communication
about HIV and AIDS needs to be approached from this
development perspective.

Theatre as a medium for communicating about HIV and AIDS,
and how theatre has or has not made the shift from communicating
about awareness from a health perspective to communicating beyond
awareness from a development perspective, is the approach.  The
study argues that theatre used in this way has the potential to
influence personal and social change, and to have an impact on
both personal empowerment and community development.

The thesis is informed by the conceptual framework of
development communication, with a particular emphasis on

understanding the role of  participation in this
communication.   The study engages with the body of
literature on theatre as a means to bring about
education and development, and identifies key areas

THIS THESIS AROSE out of  my teaching at UKZN and
my experiences in the f ield. Despite a high level of
awareness about HIV and AIDS in South Africa,

continuously high prev alence figures sugg est that the
communication campaigns that have resulted in this awareness
have not been successful in encouraging individual behaviour
change and the adoption of  safer sex behaviours. This may be a
result of  emphasis in HIV and AIDS as a health issue, rather than
a human development issue.

T

Staging empowerment?
An investigation into participation and development in HIV and AIDS theatre projects
Staging empowerment?
An investigation into participation and development in HIV and AIDS theatre projects

Photo: Emma Durden
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The survey of  practitioners involves a detailed questionnaire
that was completed by 34 respondents working in the field of
theatre for HIV and AIDS (TFA).  The questionnaire was designed
to focus on the application of  theory in creating TFA projects,
and to interrogate whether applying a particular theoretical
framework gives rise to more participatory projects.   The
questionnaire also investigates the rela tive participatory-ness of
these projects and practices.

An important tool towards understanding this participation
in theatre practice is a measure of  par ticipation at different levels,
and the thesis proposes and uses a scale of  par ticipation against
which to measure such projects.

The research data collected from the survey ref lects
that participation is used as a strategy in different
ways in theory-driven interventions that are
consciously designed to meet specific goals.
Further investigation sugg ests that the
surveyed practitioners use participatory
techniques in their projects,  such as role
play and other improvisation techniques.
However, despite this focus, the
majority of  surveyed TFA projects are
short-term interventions, lasting just
one month or less.  This limited time
with the beneficiary groups throws
some doubt on the ability of these
projects to bring about meaningful
empowerment of  the participants and
long-term change.

CONTRARY TO THE suggestion
by respondents that participation is

a vital component of  the projects, the data
reflects that most of  the surveyed practice in
TFA involves spreading awareness about an
issue and aiming to bring about behaviour change
with a target g roup.  Instead of  foregrounding
participatory development, this is

indicative of  the
m o d e r n i s a t i o n

paradigm to
de v e l o p m e n t .
The research
finds that just
over half  of  the
surveyed TFA
practitioners

consult the group about the issues a t hand; again suggesting a
discord between how practitioners describe their own work, and
the reality of  their practice.

The research data further reflects a low percentage of
practitioners who form partnerships with the beneficiary groups
and who involve them in decision-making and management
decisions with regard to the theatre projects.   It is noted that the
TFA implementing organisations play a major role in projects in
local communities,  and that the power, skills and expertise required
for these projects are centralised in these outside catalyst
organisations.  While it is clear that efforts are being made to

draw in community participants at different levels of the
projects,  the data reflects that par ticipants are

involved to a lesser degree than the catalyst
organisa tion at all levels of  the interventions

except to some extent in the creation of
theatre performances, and to a greater

extent in these performances
themselves.

The majority of  the surveyed
TFA projects involve community
participants who are drawn in to
perform in a medium
predominantly determined by the
outside organisa tion and with
messages on a subject that is
determined most often by the
outside organisation and by funders.
This is indicative of  the
modernisa tion paradigm to

dev elopment communication.
Although most of  the surveyed

practitioners report that their work is
informed by the participatory theories of

Paulo Freire’s liberatory pedagogy, when
measured against the model of  participation,

many of  these interventions fall short of  encouraging
genuine participation, and do not engage fully with Freireian

notions of  developing a critical consciousness to bring about
change.

It is c lear that at many levels, TFA practices may encourage
participation that is to some extent manipulative, as participants
are drawn into projects where they do not have full participation
in all decision-making processes .   The low levels of  participation
reflected in the survey mean that these projects prec lude some
of  the elements essential to bringing about empowerment, such
as the development of  a greater critical consciousness and
encouraging community-based problem solving.

THE EXTENT TO which this kind of  limited participation
can bring about empowerment is explored in more detail in

the investigation of  three case studies.  Interviews with project
managers, observations from working within the projects, and
focus group discussions held with project participants form the
basis of  the data collected for this investigation.

Issues of  equality, a sense of  well-being, and potential to
change the balance of  power are noted as key identifiers of
empowerment, and the case study projects are interrogated with
a view to discovering if  these are present as a result of  the
participatory theatre interventions.

The collected data from the case studies ref lects

continued on page 20

Paulo Freire

critical
consciousness is
developed when
people come to

understand their
own reality and

how they are
prepared to
challenge or

transform this
reality

‘

’
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that greater par ticipation brings about greater benefits, both for
the direct participants, and for those within their circle of
influence, such as peers, colleagues and family members.   These
benefits are found to include a greater sense of  self, including
increased self-esteem and self-conf idence.  The project
par ticipants also report a greater sense of  responsibility for their
own behaviour, and a heightened sense of  responsibility with
regards to education and counselling others in their communities.

THE CASE STUDIES show that improving the well-being
of  participants, one of  the key indicators of  empowerment,

is present in all instances, even where participation is at low levels.
A further identifier of  empowerment is that of  equality.  While

fully par ticipatory projects may promote equality, those that do
not encourage power-sharing between the intervention agency
and the beneficiary community limit this.   However, it is noted
that even participating to a limited extent can create a greater
sense of  power, if  not equality.   One of the case studies ref lects
an increase in social status of  previously stigmatised individuals
within the community as a result of  participating publicly in the
project.

This suggests a shift in local power relations.  This signals the
potential that such projects have to change the status quo, a further

indicator of  empowerment potential.   The case studies ref lect
that while the immediate benefits are clearly noticeable for the
participants and those they are in contact with, par ticipatory
projects can also encourage a natural flow of  information within
communities. TFA can thus have an agenda-setting role, and may
influence thinking about HIV and AIDS.  If  this inf luence is
exer ted at the levels of  social groups, then this can bring about
change in beliefs and practice that will have an impact on the
epidemic.  However, for it to bring about broader social change,
this influence needs to be at the level of  policy-makers and those
in power.

The Freireian notion of  empowerment that is used as a
measure in this study requires that a sense of critical consciousness
is built amongst the community par ticipants.  The collected
research data finds that participants have gained knowledge and
skills through their participation in the theatre projects.   To some
extent, this acquisition of  information can build the local capacity
required to bring about development.  However, critical
consciousness is not fostered in this way.

COLLECTED DATA SHOWS that genuine dialogue is not
encouraged in most of  the surveyed and case-study projects,

which tend to make use of  outside experts in the creation of
scripts.  Par ticipants are involved in projects where they do not
always actively question the assumptions and messages
encapsulated in these pre-written scripts,  and they do not engage
with this knowledge dialectically. Rather than participants actively
questioning their own lived experience, and the material conditions
that bring about HIV and AIDS, we see a passive acceptance of
what is handed down from the experts.

True conscientisation involves a step further than merely
increasing knowledge. Freire (2002) argues that critical
consciousness is developed when people come to understand their
own reality and how they are prepared to challenge or transform
this reality.  While participatory theatre should theoretically be
able to bring about this transformation, the study reveals that this
happens to a very limited extent in the TFA practice of  the
surveyed groups. This points to the finding that while TFA practice
remains at the current level of  informing and changing people, it
cannot be truly empowering.

In conclusion, the study finds that TFA practice is influenced
by a wide range of  theories and practitioners adapt and adjust
these theories to suit their needs.  While many purport to be guided
by participatory development theory in particular,  the practice is
often contrary to the spirit of  the theory, resulting in ‘staged
empowerment’.  This is often because projects are influenced by
the need to meet certain goals,  which are to a great extent
determined by project funders and other gatekeepers, and not by
the project’s beneficiary community.

WHILE DIRECT PARTICIPANTS in inclusive
participatory theatre projects are likely to feel a sense of

empowerment through their involvement in the projects, there is
limited potential to expand this sense of  power without developing
a greater sense of  critical consciousness.

A solution to the HIV and AIDS epidemic will not be found
unless opportunities are created for people to examine the
conditions that have escalated the epidemic, particularly issues of
social inequality and gender inequality.  It is therefore imperative
that to be more meaningful and effective in bringing about
development, theatre interventions must address these conditions,
and provide a greater space for problem-posing, rather than
providing pre-packed solutions to the problem.

continued from page 19

A participatory theatre project engages
with passers by and encourages the
responsible use of condoms

Photo: Emma Durden
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regula tion, and how discredited past
practices often reappear in the future.

Government needs information flow to
govern.  Even those who want media
control understand this, Harber revealed.
The session  ended abruptly and those
wanting to debate issues found themselves
without voice .  The tyranny of  time
required that we move to the next session,
if  somewhat earlier. Plenaries really should
allocate time for debate.

ONE OF THE film sessions ,
dominated by structuralist semiology,

psychoanalysis, and discussions of  othering
(e.g. Wit’s Tanya Sakota-Kokot on Hotel
Rwanda), was for me a rather nostaligic
remembrance of  my early research life
where I played with concepts of  semiology
(de Saussure, Metz,  Debord,  dyadic
structuralism), semiotics (Peirce , triadic
phenomenological pragmatics) and
cybernetics, while trying to make sense of
psychoanalytic film critique when it was (in
the late 1970s) at its most instrumentalist
and hegemonic . Having lived much of  my
early academic life via jargon, I was struck
by the jargon of  it all! How to apply this
high theorising to the making of  movies
by students who were required to reflect
on their lived experiences was the subject
of  Gerda Dullaart’s presentation.  Was this

ref lexive theory at work in the way AFDA
students work on production?   Being,
knowing and doing  - high powered stuff
that evades the beguiling notions of
simulacra, vacant spectators and the
assumption that representation rules. How
to use and possibly abuse Zizekian
psychoanalysis underpinned analysis of
students’ often incoherent – but
nevertheless informative -production
journals/diaries .  The Heathian-type
syntagmatic , psychoanalytic narrative
functionalism of   Sakota-Kokott’s engaging
presentation,  was expanded by UKZN’s Jill
Arnott and Anton van der Hoven via an
“auto-immune” method of  reading a f ilm,
Headless Looking, about the disappeared of
Argentina. They wanted to get beyond ‘the
Lacanian gaze’.  Has a portal been opened
by these scholars to escape the restricting
and narrow cinesemiolog y of
psychoanalytical film theory?   Seems we
might have a route to salvation here.

IN CONTRAST TO the above high
theory, was the political economy of

Durban as a film city, presented by CCMS
students, who examined f ilm services,
production friendliness, and value
chains, in liaison with the
Durban film office.

continued on page 22
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This year’s SACOMM Conference occurred against a background of the Government’s initiatives to suppress the  media

MY FIRST EXPOSURE to
SACOMM (SA Communication
Association)was in the ear ly

1980s when the keynote speaker was the
ominous Minister of  Police, Louis le
Grange, who would routinely issue chilling
threats against academic organisations
opposed to apartheid. In 2011 the opening
speaker was Anton Harber (Wits), who
initiated The Weekly Mail as a beacon of
critical hope in the dying days of  apartheid.
The juxtaposition was instructive:  the
“ghosts from the past are back in the
present”, we were told by the UNISA
Conference President, Danie du Plessis.

By Keyan Tomaselli

The conference occurred against the
background of  the ANC’s bulldozing of
the draconian secrecy bills through
parliament, the proposed media tribunal,
and a batch of  initia tives suppressing media
and academic freedom.  This time all
SACOMM speakers were united in
opposition. It did not require the single
courageous voice of  Gavin Stewart, then a
journalism lecturer, who pointed out the
Minister’s flawed statistical assumptions. 23
years la ter we all understood the likely
consequences of unbridled political
censorship. Not surprisingly, many papers
dealt with issues of media freedom and

M
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THAT HISTORY IS the stor y of
contestations and contradictions as

alluded to by Harber was concretised by
Ruth Teer-Tomaselli who explained
historically how the national broadcaster
was (and remains) a crossroads of  tension,
ideology and political football.  This blast
from the past is crucial, as newer scholars
of  South African broadcasting often lack
a nuanced understanding of  the complexity
of  the SABC in history.  The cloak and
dagger is ever-present, no matter who is
thought to be in control, if  anyone/office/
ministry actually is in control.  The pithy
but quotable assumptions of  speculative
writers who have not done their empirical
homework are fractured in a second by the
density of data that they ignored, and as is
provided by nuanced studies such as this
one.

Thinking about communication
Science, a 40 year semiotic consciousness
project, was Pieter Fourie’s (UNISA) topic.
Pieter, the godfather of  South African
media philosophy,  continued his
epistemological narrative and
squarely faced up to the future and
postmodern supermark et-type
communication and media
sciences/science: teaching should
recover phenomenology (the
evidentiary, not just the imaginary)
and return to theoretical
foundations (paradigms, not just
theories), largely lost from the
discipline as it is taught in South
Africa. He observed that the book
is not dead;  we have been always an
Information Age of  one kind or
another; not all information is
online;  libraries are flourishing.
And, if the future is digital - so what?
Technology is just a platform, it’s
not itself  information. We should
not be distracted by new media
technologies in doing
communication studies, but we do
need to re-ground the work done.

A SESSION OF journalism
dealt with journalists as

memory agents, journalism as
resistance, historical continuity,
journalists as culturally disloyal
loyalists of  truth, as a re-membering
of  history,  history as a wound,  also
as a cure, via the rhetoric of  healing
the divisions of  the past.

Critical journalism,  as Lizette
Rabe revealed, was
an early feature of
some very ear ly

Afrikaans journalism.  How is the past used
by contemporary journalists?  History is
not something out there to be found, but
it is being continually re-imagined,
concluded Herman Wasserman of Rhodes
University.   How does one deal with ‘news’
when it is tweeted? asked Arrie De Beer
with reg ard to the North African
upheavals. Readers negotiate multiple
observations of  observers, observed,  all
extensively mediated and re-interpreted.

The no-shows were an ever-present
‘absence’, costing the organisers financially,
inconveniencing the schedule, and irritating
the programme.  Well, apar t from the high
cost of  feeding and watering these absent
signifiers,  perhaps the riotous ANCYL
spectac le that was unfolding on TV at the
same time was what had caught their
attention?

Either way, it’s bad manners and poor
professionalism, though some no-shows
will have had legitimate reasons. But thanks
to the no-shows we got to experience an
extended period of quality time with many
different presenters. This was a luxury

made possible by the absentees but at great
cost to SACOMM. Meals not eaten still
have to be paid for, bodies not present are
still charged for by the head by the venue.

UKZN HAD A good contingent at the
conference from both campuses,

including students, who looked very much
the worse for wear the morning after the
conference dinner where they consumed
more bottomless wine and beer than they
should have. They staggered into breakfast
late the next day much to the amusement
of the UKZN staff who commented on
their lack of  staying power . But the power
stayed on though some of  the powerpoints
played up. Wesley’s, however, was funny,
informative and lively.

If the past is indeed in the present, then
the present must learn from the past. The
state’s (past and present) flawed statistical
and ideological assumptions aside , the
conference organisation was flawless and
we are again facing threats to doing our
work.  This time SACOMM is making a
stand.

continued from page 21
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new hierarchy, bestowing themselves with
the title of  high priests of  the various altars
of  style.

Everyday has become a metrosexual
cotillion. Fashion, lifestyles and various
sub-cultures are quickly manoeuvring
themselves past the traditional cursors of
masculinity. Clothes now represent
commodified masculinity. Men’s patterns
of  consumption now determine their
ranking in the new hierarchy that the urban
milieu has produced.  Men are now
afforded more f luidity and mobility since
their bank balances can now put them at
par with the new hegemonic masculinity.
This new hegemonic masculinity is best
ar ticulated by the popular contemporary
isizulu maxim “sidla ubusha’bwethu” or the
Hennessey Cognac slogan “f luent your
taste” all aiding in living the J.C Le Roux ‘le
good’ life.  The 21st century has seen the
ushering in of  the urban flaneire, men who
enjoy a good old fashion promenade in the
urban milieu. He dons on his Tom Ford
Aviators, Lacoste golf  T-shirt,  Aca Joe
shorts, Carvela Moccasin shoes and dare
he not forget his Gucci man-bag.

With the ushering in of commodified

masculinity, much mobility has been
introduced.  Certain fashion items afford
young black men the chance to be on par
with the contemporary Urban Black
Masculinity. Such an item in the context
of  KZN is the Carvela Moccasin shoe.
This shoe has the ability to elevate young
Urban Black Men a niche or two closer to
the higher ranking masculinity. The next
time you’re at any KZN campus, Mall or
emakethe, look down and see how many
Urban Black Men are wearing a pair of
Carvela Moccasins. They afford one the
Intaliyano  lifestyle which most black
fashionista’s are besotted with.

The urban flaneire has become a fleur du
male, watch him as he articulates himself
with Hugo Boss Orange or better yet
Tommy Hilfiger Loud, take a glance as he
glides with swag at Gateway with a KFC
very-berry at hand, kissing the tiles with
his Carvela Moccasin, in the words of  Chris
Brown “ look at me now...”

Simphiwe Ngwane is a Histor y
Honours student at UKZN
Howard College Campus.

Men of the cloth worship
at the altar of style...
Men of the cloth worship
at the altar of style...

Photo: Simphiwe Ngwane

Form before function, style at all costs: stepping out in Carvela Leather Moccasin Shoes

THE 21ST CENTURY  has
developed and produced a
plethora of  institutions which aid

in articulating this great epoch we exist in.
I pride myself  in being a very self-aware
individual, having my fingers on the pulse
of  things.

By Simphiwe Ngwane

This requires me to ingest culture and
modernisms, be it watching the telly,
reading, watching movies, being a cultural
voyeur requires me to be well versed with
culture in all its facets. I’m a keen reader
of  men’s lifestyle magazines be it Men’s
Health, Destiny Man  and of course the
Gentlemen’s Quarterly aka GQ.

Without a doubt clothing has
undergone a revolution. Clothes have
become yet another icon, insignia in
articula ting ones identity, the self  has
become a mass-produced, market product.

Tim Edwards, a British Sociologist in
his 1997 book titled Men in the Mir ror,
echoes that a new hierarchy of  masculinity
has emerged according to images, fashion
and appearance . Men’s lifestyle magazines
have bourgeoned as the authorities of  this

T
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to fall victim to the unauthentic world of  absent
ink: social media. I have always felt that writing
using a pen has an authentic feel to authorship.

Apart from frantically trying to take down
notes or passing nasty missives about the funny
looking lecturer at the lectern,  ask any student
“when last did you use your pen otherwise?”
and you may get a blank stare. Do authors still
spill their creative juices on paper that might later
grow into manuscripts? The real might of  the
pen in today’s context might remain completely
ethereal.

Much to our grandparent’s dismay, social
media have launched what ought to be private
diariesinto the public sphere, where the personal
becomes global. Thoughts, emotions and even
hate-speech are aired for distasteful public
scrutiny, with some appalling grammar, which
is a nightmare for any language teacher.

Social media connects people. Any millennial
will tell you about its cost ef ficiency and dare
we relapse into the lengthy process of  writing a
letter, buying an envelope and a stamp, posting
it and then have the receiving par ty keep it as
hand-written evidence. One thing is for sure:
academia is ruled by a history of  authentic ink.
Ink for authorship, ink for ideas, ink for solving
that maths problem.  Several women still find
romance is receiving a personal note from a
loved one so perhaps there is still a page for ink
in romance too.

With an exception of  eLearning a t Higher
Learning institutions , lest we allow good
language practice run out with the unauthentic
ink of  social media. I know not the future of
social media.

Lunga Memela, a
CCMS graduate

now working as  a
communication

professional with the
University of

KwaZulu-Natal,
reflects on his

abiding passion for
writing

ANY ‘MILLENNIAL’ WHO star ted
school in the early ‘90s will easily

remember the joy of  holding a pen for the
first time after some elementary lessons  using
pencils and jotters in the classroom.

By Lunga Memela

Ink was a privilege reserved only for older
sib lings who had survived their first few
grades of  8-to-2ing away from much needed
afternoon naps.

Today, cyber communication and social
media have overtaken ‘inkscription’, making
the pen a medium of  yesteryear as these new
forms of  communication rule the waves and
waive the rules.

Many a time as a student a t UKZN’s
School of  Literary Studies, Media & Creative
Arts I have heard academics grumble about
the evasion of  traditional language doctrine
by SMS and cyber language as millennials
make their way into Higher Learning
Institutions. Is it possible for our generation
to unlearn SMS lingo?

I recall when puberty struck, the cleaning
lady (innocently doing the laundry) at home
would find frivolous love letters in pockets;
leave them lying vulnerably on one’s bed and
gritting one’s teeth one hoped that the parents
did not read all that they could have. We even
started writing in code ;-) … and I guess that’s
wher e we went wrong.

Rife with the communications revolution
and ever-changing technologies,
cellphones made it hard for even
the most resistant to change not
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